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TIMOR-ALOR-PANTAR LANGUAGES

Three apparent high-level groupings: 
• Bunak
• East Timor
• Alor-Pantar
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TAP family is spoken in Eastern Indonesia, on Timor, Alor and Pantar. The family has three major branches: Bunak, E Timor, and AP.



INTERNAL STRUCTURE

Internal structure of Alor Pantar node is 
unclear, different proposals in 
particular about
∙ E Alor
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The internal structure of the latter AP branch has proven to be a challenging issue, leading to different subgrouping proposals, in particular about East Alor and Blagar



EARLIER PROPOSALS

Holton et al. 2012 Robinson & Holton 2012
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Early vs later splits are often taken to reflect relative age (Sapir 1916)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fig (A): Holton et al. (2012): does not delineate a Pantar subgroup, thus considering all Pantar languages as direct split-offs from proto-AP, and they have both Blagar (spoken in the Straits between Alor and Pantar) as well as the East Alor languages fairly deeply embedded in the tree.Fig (B): Robinson and Holton (2012): do delineate a Pantar subgroup, pose Blagar as an early split-off rather than embedded in the tree, and have the East Alor languages still embedded.Early vs later splits are often taken to reflect relative age. The location of languages of an early split may point to an area where the proto-language began to diversify, c.f. Sapir 1916’s “centre of gravity principle”.



NEW DATA…

LexiRumah: Extensive word lists from 
various sources, including recent 
field work

Currently 51 TAP varieties
On average 461 lexemes per 

variety
− And still growing

https://lexirumah.model-ling.eu/lexirumah/
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Now we have a larger and broader data set

https://lexirumah.model-ling.eu/lexirumah/


…, NEW METHODS

 Automatic Cognate Detection (LexStat)
 Loan exclusion using non-intervention methods
 Bayesian phylogenetics (using models tested for linguistics):

 Covarion model, with rates varying between concepts
 Birth-Death tree prior
 Only constraint: Alor-Pantar clade, for calibration
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And new methods, using new computational methods, e.g. automatic cognate coding- Excluding loans by taking away Malay and Tetun forms; excluding highly borrowable items listed in the Wold, Haspelmath and Tadmor - Applying Bayesian phylogenetics using models tested for linguistics... [explain in a few words]



TECHNICALITIES: THE PIPELINE

Lexical
database
in CLDF

LexiRumah
Web interface

Lexical data

BEASTling
configuration

Cognate
coded

wordlist data
BEAST xml

configurationBEASTling BEAST Trees
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METHODOLOGICAL VARIATION

Problem: What models are actually good for phylogenetics in 
historical linguistics?

“If you don’t know what is best, try the options.”
− Vary cognate coding: Different coders, different parameters
− Include more, or fewer loans
− Use different models, trees, calibrations

All give largely similar results
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RESULTS

Pantar Straits
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Alor Pantar



EAST ALOR SPLIT IN ALOR-PANTAR BRANCH
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So, an early East Alor split, Blagar going with the Pantar-Straits languages. 



MANUAL TREE (HOLTON ET AL. 2012)

 Small data set (12 varieties,  ~200 items per variety)
 Tree has less resolution (e.g. no Pantar subgroup)
 East Alor embedded in Alor subgroup
 Blagar groups with Alor languages
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Compare this with the earlier tree by Holton et al that was constructed by manually applying the comparative method.  



DIFFERENCES WITH OUR TREE

• Holton et al: Phonological innovations; 
Here: Lexical changes

• 11 overlapping sound changes, 
subjective choices of researchers 
determine 6 defining changes
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First, the tree in Holton et al was reconstructed based on regular sound changes or phonological innovations. Our tree is based on lexical changes, not phonological innovations.Second, trees that are constructed on the basis of regular sound changes do not always converge, and we lack an explicit and objective theory to weigh which regular sound changes count as evidence to construct subgroupings and which ones do not. Holton et al. (2012) observe eleven regular sound changes in their body of lexical data (see Table 8), but most of these sound changes delineate language subgroups that are overlapping rather than discrete (e.g. *b > f groups Abui with Teiwa and Klamu, while *d > r groups Abui with Kui). The linguist thus has to make a choice which of the sound changes represent actual stages in the evolution of the family and hence define subgroups; and which ones do not. Holton et al. (2012) chose six out of the fifteen observed regular sound changes as innovations in the evolution of the family tree, and marked them besides the corresponding nodes in Fig. 2 (HPhon2012), dismissing the remaining nine.



COMPUTATIONAL TREE (ROBINSON & HOLTON 2012)

 Small data set (12 varieties)
 Pantar subgroup
 East Alor again embedded in 

Alor subgroup
 Blagar again groups with Alor
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The other earlier reconstructed tree was based on computational inferences. It was based on the same data set as the manual tree (12 language varieties). Unlike the manual tree, now a Pantar subgroup was found. Like the manual tree, an E Alor subgroup embedded in the tree was reconstructed, and Blagar was also grouped with the Alor languages. 



DIFFERENCES WITH OUR TREE

 Manual cognate coding
 Manual exclusion of loans
 Proto AP used as the outgroup
 Model of change: stochastic Dollo
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While the computational tree was based on lexical changes, just like our tree, there were also differences. The cognate sets on which the inferences are run, were coded manually, and loans were excluded manually. Both these things were done automatically in our tree. Importantly, Proto-AP was used as the  outgroup to root the  tree. Doing that would result in more subgroupings in especially the Alor side of the tree. Finally, Robinson and Holton’s tree used a stochastic Dollo model of change. 



REPLICATION OF ROBINSON & HOLTON 2012

• Does granularity of data make the difference?
• Replication used identical data set: 12 varieties, ~200 items each

• Automatic instead of manual cognate coding
• Slightly different model of change: pseudo-Dollo covarion
• No proto-AP as outgroup

• Strict clock to find root
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We did a replication of the R&H 2012 using the same data set. Instead of manual coding we coded the cognate sets automatically using LexStat. Unlike R&H 2012 we did not force proto-AP to be the outgroup. Positing proto-AP as the outgroup implies that we believe that proto-AP is an unbiased reconstruction, which is not something any linguist would say of any reconstructed language. Any minor biases that exist in the proto-AP reconstruction are made worse by using proto-AP as an independent data source of particular importance. In general, since 2012 it has been recognized that it is problematic to use the same data for both the inference and the reconstruction of a phylogenetic tree as reconstructed forms typically introduce biases in the data. Our replication also used a different model of change.



Pantar

Alor Pantar

Alor

Timor Alor Pantar

REPLICATION RESULTS 

• E Alor splits early
• Blagar groups with Pantar

(but not deeply embedded)
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The consensus tree of our replication study is given here. Note that we see an early split of the East Alor languages, and that Blagar groups with the Pantar languages though not deeply embedded



INNOVATION IN PROTO-EAST ALOR
*b > p (initial, medial, final) is a regular sound change in E Alor (Holton et al. 2012:93)

(‘fish’, ‘sugarcane’, ‘tongue’, ‘new’) 16

Presenter
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So in all our trees we found a consistent split in the Alor node, notably between E Alor and a node comprising all the other AP languages, which we call Nuclear Alor Pantar. It would be good if we could independent evidence in support of this split. So we looked at innovations in proto-East Alor: are there any regular sound changes (phonological innovations) that support the split? One phonologica innovation is the change from intervocalic *b>p in proto E Alor.  This innovation is attested in the cognate sets for ‘fish’, ‘sugarcane’, ‘tongue’ and ‘new’. 



Cognate sets of proto-TAP *habi ‘fish’ and reconstructions 
of intermediate forms

(Schapper et al. 2017: 138, 142) 

(Holton et al. 2012: 93)
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Here is the cognate set for fish, with the intermediate reconstructed forms. The Proto-W Alor Pantar form is reconstructed with a voiced final b. The daughter languages retained it, or devoiced it to /p/, sometimes followed by lenition to /f/.The sister node proto-C Alor still has the voiced plosive in intervocalic position. In some daughter languages the final vowel is lost, or the plosive is devoiced and lenited. The form with a voiced intervocalic consonant is also the form reconstructed for proto-Nuclear Alor Pantar. 



INNOVATION IN NUCLEAR AP, WITHOUT E ALOR

*mi ‘be in, at’  >   mi ‘be in, at’
-om mi ‘inside’
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Another piece of evidence for the E Alor vs. Nuclear AP split is found in the lexicon. Originally, all the TAP languages have a single locational verb mi ‘be in, at’. In many of the Nuclear AP languages, this verb grammaticalized to a locative postposition, applicative suffix and the like. In addition, the Nuclear AP languages created a complex adpositional expression –om mi ‘inside’, by compounding the noun om inside with the locative verb mi. This complex adposition is only found in this branch, the E Alor languages did not undergo this lexical innovation.
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INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF EAST ALOR SUBGROUP

Kamang
 E Alor language 
 lexical transfer from C Alor
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So we have evidence that in E Alor, Kula Sawila and Wersing are grouped together; this is done in every tree we sampled. Most but not all analyses include Kamang in this subgroup. We hypothesize that Kamang is E Alor by origin, but may have had significant contact with one or more C Alor langauges (Abui is currently its big neighbor) so that it appears to be more similar to C Alor now. Opposite hypothesis: Kamang belongs to the Nuclear AP branch but had contact with E Alor lgs and thus became similar to them.  However Kamang is classified as E Alor in 90% of the trees in our analysis where we applied the most zealous removal of possible loans. So the first hypothesis seems more likely than its opposite. 



STRUCTURE OF NUCLEAR ALOR PANTAR
 Pantar-Straits node (not Straits-Alor) 

in Pantar-Straits (not W Alor)

 Unclear status of 
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Zooming in on Nuclear Alor Pantar: 



HOMELAND AND MIGRATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If an early split of a group reflects the greatest age of the proto-language of that group, because the region where this group is spoken is assumed to be the centre of gravity from where the proto-language began to diversify then the tree that is reconstructed is taken to reflect the history of its speakers. Here this means that proto Alor Pantar would have begun to diversity in the region where the east Alor languages are spoken, with the other languages moving west. 



HOMELAND AND MIGRATIONS

Holton et al 2012
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This is in contrast with the earlier proposals by Holton et al (2012) and Robinson and Holton (2012).



HOMELAND AND MIGRATIONS

Robinson & Holton 2012



CONCLUSIONS

Genealogies of inferred historical connections between languages depend on 
1. granularity of data 
2. methodological choices, in particular... 

- weighting of conflicting sound changes
- choice of rooting methodology

• Different choices lead to different trees lead to different histories
• Rigourous evaluation of data & methods is crucial for robust results
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We conclude that the genealogies of historical connections inferred for (Papuan) languages depend on both the granularity of data and the methodological choices of the researchers. In particular the weighting of conflicting sound change evidence for classical methods and the choice of rooting methodology in Bayesian inference have determining effects in the resulting subgrouping. This must be taken into account when language family trees are used as step-off point for exploring how linguistic analyses can be combined with evidence of the non-linguistic past.
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*d>t in Tim and d>r in AP (less certain in Holton et al. 2012, Schapper et al. 2017)
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Note: d>r change is more regular when d occurs in final position (in Pantar languages); Holton & Robinson 2017. Medial d>r in bat, in Kaera , ndb, sun kaera



(Schapper et al. 2017: 98;  less certain)

(Holton et al. 2012: 98)
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